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High performance file system for business-critical applications in physical,
virtual or cloud deployments
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data non-disruptively to support changing business and
operational requirements, regardless of storage or
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An increasing number of applications are achieving scale by

faster recovery for business-critical applications –– with

running in parallel instances on multiple servers. Some

reduced complexity and costs.

applications of this type operate on data partitions, but more

Compared to traditional single-instance file system

frequently, all instances must operate on a common data set.
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Because Cluster File System can be mounted on up to 64

application downtime and improves data access. Because

cluster nodes simultaneously, it is an ideal solution for

multiple servers share the same storage resources, the length
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of time it takes to bring storage online is drastically reduced

out approach to application availability and delivers optimum

when an application fails. Its high performance file system

performance and optimum data integrity. A critical enabling

spans heterogeneous servers to provide concurrent access to

technology is its load balancing architecture that distributes
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databases, such as Oracle, SAP or Tibco.

performance scalability. Cluster File System is designed for
reliable and high-performance file data access across a broad
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providing a comprehensive failover solution that minimizes

available to all servers at all times, failover is simply
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limited to the time it takes the application to restart. For

cluster. In the event of an application or node failure, the
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cluster have visibility to a shared storage pool, there is no

computing resources needed to keep the business service

need to manually mount storage to unique nodes in the event

available. The end result is faster recovery and minimal

of application or node failures.

downtime—all with no manual intervention for all of your
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business-critical applications.

process is quite simple: detect the failure, start the
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Failover time is dramatically reduced.
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• Sun Solaris™ SPARC
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• Sun Solaris x86
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• SUSE Linux®

systems and configurations. Configurations can be cloned

• Red Hat® Linux

easily to increase reliability and repeatability. This
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also automatically orchestrate the connection to other
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